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How did we get there
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U. S. Patents

http://www.uspto.gov/
http://www.freepatentsonline.gov/

A wonderful resource,
That is, if you can find anything.

The first 200 years of patents are not easy to search.

This talk is an exploration of the patterns I found
in reading 19th century patents.



3 basic types of voting patent

● Those for use outside polling places, 1848 –

– Legislative elections and lodge elections

– Interesting mechanisms, dull reading

● Those for use in polling places prior to ~1892

– Exciting, full of invective and reformist rhetoric

● Those for use in polling places after ~1892

– Improvements on accepted machinery

– Reformist rhetoric aimed at problems with machines



Voting Outside the Polling Place

● Legislative Elections
● Lodge Elections

– No pressing social need.

● Original application of several technologies

– Mechanical vote counting

– Electrical vote transmission

● Patent statement of rationale is minimal

– Primary motivation: Because it can be done.











Voting at the Polling Place pre ~1892

● A response to election fraud
● In general, applying known technologies

– Novelty is in combination

– Novelty is in systems architecture

● Patent statement of rationale

– Typically contains an indictment of the status quo

– Typically contains strong rhetoric

– Typically very fun reading – not like other patents















Voting at the Polling Place post ~1892

● One subcategory focuses on routine improvement
● First generation machines had shortcomings

– Novel new interlocking schemes to prevent overvotes

– Novel new straight party mechanisms

● Patent statement of rationale

– Typically focuses on need to improve current systems

– Takes need for voting technology for granted

– Typically dull reading







Voting at the Polling Place post ~1892

● Another subcategory criticizes new technology
● First generation machines failed to meet their
goal

– Novel security models

– Novel auditing models

● Patent statement of rationale

– Typically points up vulnerability of existing schemes

– Takes need for voting technology for granted

– The rhetoric is sometimes exciting, sometimes dull
















